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WHAT  SORT  OF.EUROPE? 
I  am  very grateful to you,  Mr  Chairman,  for your kind "mrds 
of introduction,  and to the European  Conservative _Forum  for 
inviting me  to speak to you this evening.,as  a  British Conservative 
and  a  man  of the European Centre-Right and  to make  a 
contribution to the debate about the kind of Europe which  those 
who  share our opinions would like to see in the future. 
Of course it is true that the politics of the  Con~.tunity are 
essentially coalition politics';- a  coalition of nine different 
countries~~  each with governments  of different hues.  But  hO';.;  each 
of us  ansi.vers  the question w'11at  Sort of Europe?  depends  to  a  large 
extent upon the particular tradition by which our political 
attitudes have been shaped.  And  in their contribution to  the 
politics 0f the Community  coalition the varicus  Europe.s:::1 
traditions  speak with very different voices  and  accents • 
..  -~·-·  ... ---.. -·  ~--------· 
The  developmen~ of the Community  is making it increasingly 
necessary for us  to have  a  coherent view of what sort of society, 
what sort of polity, what pattern of economic  life we  \.Jill \vant 
in Europe in the years  ahead.  ~.Je  of the  Centre-Right \·:ill 
need to organise ourselves  so that our opinions may  make  the 
contribution that they ought  to Europe's  future. 
We  have  a  long way  to go  for our various  parties still work 
in separatE:_  compartments  and still tend to concern  themselves 
almost entirely with issues posed in an exclusively national  frame-
work.  And  even in the  European Parliament,  the Christian Democrats 
and  the  Conservatives,  the Gaullists  and  the Liberals,  maintain a 
/separate .... 
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separate and distinct existence in marked contrast with the single 
socialist grouping which is now  the largest in the  Parli~~ent. 
The  political movements  which express  themselves  in 
parties in 
conservatism and liberE,lism in Bri  te.in and in ve_!:'iou_s  li~<e-minded I 
the European countries undoubtedly belopg\ today  to_ a  singl~ fc..mily. 
But although there is a  growing recognition of our cousinhood, 
we  havenot yet succeeded in finding  a  common  ground  for 
effective,  practical,  day-to-day cooperation.  Yet  one  thing is 
certain - that we  on  the Right  and Centre of European politics 
can only hope  to play our full part if \-Je  penetrate through our 
differences  to the common  ground that lies beneath. 
It is about this  that  I  would like to offer you  some 
thoughts  tonight. 
*  * 
* 
Let me  start by  summing  up what  I  think to be  the essence 
of the British Conservative tradition. 
To  my  mind the classic definition of British Conservatism 
was  that supplied by  Disraeli when  he wrote,  in the middle of  the 
nineteenth century,  that  : 
"  In  a  progressive country change is  constant;  and  the 
great question is, not \.vhether  you  should resist change 
which is  inE~vitable,  but whether  that change  should be 
carried out  in deference  to  the  manners.  the  custorrls.  the 
laws,  the traditions of  the people,  or i; deference to 
abstract principles  and arbitrary and  general doctrines." 
Disraeli taught  the  Conservatives  in Britain to  ~ubrace 
~ 
progress.  It was  this  that differentiated him  and his party 
from  the continental conservatives  of the time.  Indeed,  he 
regarded the various schools  of continental Reaction - along 'vith 
/Radicalism H  3  -
Radicalism and the miscellany of revolutionary doctrines  - as  yet 
anot~er manifestation of those "abstract principles  and arbitrary 
and general  doctrines" which are inimical to true conservatism. 
And  this aversion from  ideology is still a  characteristic feature 
of British Conservatism today. 
The  essential insight of Conservatism in Britain has  been 
that the problem of politics is that of making something positive 
of change rather than resisting it - that of ensuring that as 
changes  occur in response to real and genuinely felt needs  they 
are channelled in a  constructive rather than a  destructive 
direction. 
Accordingly,  the practical task of the  Conservative Party, 
as  the organised political expression of this  tradition,  has  been 
to define anew in each generation those changes  that are necessary, 
to relate them constructively to  the particular genius  and  the 
distinctive values  of the people,  and to devise practical Kays  of 
affecting change by  an organic  and  evolutionary process  that does 
not offend or disrupt their way  of life.  And  the record of the 
Conservative Party in Britain over the past century and  a  half 
shows  that we  have\ so far  been able to find that balance v7hich  it 
is our purpose constantly to seek. 
* 
I  do  not want  tonight to develop  this  conception of the 
conservative tradition as it applies  to the present situation in 
Britain.  Rather,  the point  I  should like to stress is  that the 
Conservative  tradit:ion,  as it was  defined by  Disraeli,  should not 
/be regarded ----------------------------~~---~-~~------ ~ 
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be regarded merely as  a  unique  and insular historical experience 
sp~cific to Britain.  It is,  I  believe,  a  phlloso?hY which has  a 
wider significance,  capable of contributing to the shaping of a 
distinctive Centre-Right approach to  the future  of Europe as  a 
whole. 
I  know  that on the  Continent there is  a  tendency  to  regard 
British Conservatism as  mere pragmatism,  without a  sufficient 
conceptual  or even moral  basis.  But  the fact is that in spite of 
our present difficulties in Britain there is nothing in our history 
to suggest that our philosophy of evolutionary adjustment has 
proved  to be in any way  inadequate as  a  p1·actical  and moral  approe.ct 
to  th~ organisation of society. 
\  Yet it is importent  that tiJe  should recognise  the ur1derlying  , 
re~sons  fo~ the reservations  on  the pert of the  Continent~l Csntre-Ri@t 
In almost  · 
I  every part of Europe except Britain,  the past century and  a  half 
of revolution and counter-revolution,  of nationalism,  civil strife 
and invasion have led people  to a  kind of fundamental  reflection 
upon the nature and  p~rpose of politics which we  in Britain have 
not been compelled to undertake since our own  time of civil ,.;ar 
and constitutional upheaval  in the 17th Century. 
Thus,  continental liberalism - vJhether it be that cf 
the  Independent Republicans  in Fran ce  or that of the  Free 
Democrats  in Germany  - tends  to be more  theoretically ideological 
in character than the British style of liberalism which is  a 
continuing influence at the centre of British politics. - 5  -
For their: part the Christian Democratic Movem  nts  \vhich 
were forged by de Gasperi,  Schuman  and Adenauer of t 
have  a  much  more fully developed and explicit concep ion than 
we  British Conservatives  have  of the Christian princ  · ples v:hich 
are certainly an important element in every branch o  European 
conservatism.  And  indeed there is in Gaullism,  and·  ts  concept 
of being a  'movement' rather than a  party,  a  dirnensi 
British have  sometimes  found it hard fully to unders  and. 
It is also true to say that these failures  of  tual under-
·standing between the British Conservatives  and the Eu  Centre-
Right are bound up with larger differences of nationa  character 
and  ta~pera~ent.  These were very well  described by H 
Macmillan when he wrote of the difference between the British  ~ld 
Continental approach that  : 
"  it_is based on  a  long divergence of nvo  stat s  of nind 
and methods  of argumentation.  The  continental tradition 
likes  to reason a  priori from  the  top  downward  ,  from  the 
general principle to the practical application  It is  the 
tradition of St. Thomas  Aquinas,  of the school  of 
the great continental scholars and thinkers.  ·1e  Pnglo-
Saxon likes to argue  a  posteriori from  the bot  om  up\·;ards, 
from practical experience.  It is the traditi n  o£  Baco~ 
and Newton.  " 
But the centuries of divergence are now  over.  The  future 
that lies before us  is rather  one  of increasing conve  gence in the 
~"  ._.  ' 
manners,  the customs,  the  laws  and  the traditions  of . he  Europe~n 
peoples.  In the past,  the national  differences'which Nr  Hc.cc.:f_L_lan 
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describes  so well did not perhaps matter so very much.  European 
history was  essenti.ally the history of the distinct European 
nations.  But now  the creation of the European  Community  and  the 
prospect of its progress both enables us  and requires us  to over-
come  our historic differences.  The  differentiating forces  which 
have held us  apart for so long should now  be receding into the 
background,  and the elements  of our common  heritage here in the 
heartland of the Old World  are increasingly coming  to the fore. 
* 
* 
I Surely in our approach to the problems  of the  advanced and 
increasingly integrated industrial society which is emergingin 
Western Eur.:>pe,  we  of the Centre-Right share  t~rJo  great themes. 
We  are committed  to\ the  freedoms  of the individuc.l.  A1.d  V-'e 
' -
are equally committed to_social unity and an  ordered and 
- - -- \.  \  '  he.rmonious  enduring so.ciety. _  1 
The  first of these  themes  runs  through our  opposition to 
the concentration and centralisation of power  and  our  commitment 
to freedom of choice.  We  believe in the widest possible diffusion 
of economic  and political poiver,  and broadly speaking,  \ve  share a 
·common  view of the means  by which this is best secured. 
Hence  our .:shared  concern for constitutional  govcrr:.nent  &:"ld 
the rule of law.  It is true that on  the  Continent  these concepts 
are understood mainly in terms  of -vrrittea codes  and  spGcific  legal 
structures, while in Britain we  attach importance  to the fact that 
for us  they are mainly a  matter of unwritten custom and  long-
established habit.  But  this\ 
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is in no way  fundamental.  Certainly,  I  do  not see it as  a 
serious  obstacle to the development.of  the conrtitutional law 
and custom of the European Community. 
Hence  also the shared commitment  of the European  Centre-
Right to private property and private enterprise.  In our different 
countries this commitment  has  taken a  wide variety of forms.  Each 
of us  has  struck a  different balance between the rights  and  the 
1.esponsibilities of property.  Some  have  given more  emphasis  than 
others to the social and cooperative elements  in the rights of 
property and enterprise,  and  some  permit  a  greater degree of public 
regulation  th.~ is regarded as  appropriate elsewhere.  ~nd some  of 
our societies  do more  than others  to temper  the inequalities  ~~hich 
are the inevitable concomitant of personal  and social  freedom.  But 
nowadays  our historical divergences  on these points  are being 
steadily reversed by the effects  of international communications 
and competition,  and by the progressively expanding activities  of 
the European  Community  - for  example in the fields  of social policy 
and of company  law and practice. 
And  in any case these historical differences  are  insignifica~t 
when  set against our common  commitment  to private ownership  as  such, 
which provides  the basic element in the operation of what  the 
German  Christian Democrats  christened "the social market  economy". 
We  on  the  Centre-Right all share the purpose  of devel  opi.:~g in 
Europe  a  mixed  economy  on theseflines,  giving individuals  the 
greatestpossible incentive for personal initiative and  a  :!.c:rger 
share in Europe's  social and economic progress.  This  is  the \vay 
in which we  can use  the instruments provided by  an increasingly 
advanced and integrated industrial society to promote  our common 
/aspirations - 8  -
aspirations to personal  freedom,  equal  opportunities,  growing 
prosperity and  a  wide diffusion of power  throughout society. 
Our  second theme- that of social unity and orderly progress-
.,·<!  i,~ 
runs  through our shared conqeption of the legitimate authority of 
government.  Today none of the elements  which make  up  the European 
Centre-Right tradition adheres  to the classical doctrine of laissez-
faire and the uncontrolled and unregulated play of economic  forces. 
We  all recognise that government  has  important  and legitimate 
claims upon the people,  and clear duties  tov1ards  them.  He  see  one 
of our most  important political functionsl,_as  that of sustaining 
the sense of patriotism and active citizenship that is  one  of the 
chief purposes  and disciplines of life in society.  Pnd we  recognise 
that it ~s the special task of the Centre-Right to hold  the balance 
between the excesses of individualism on  one  side and the  excesses 
of collectivism on  the other. 
These  of course are very general considerations.  But 
I  am  convinced that if we  were  to set out with a  ~;vill  to· trace 
the implications  of these idea's  through  the various  issues \-Jhich 
confront us when we  ask ourselves  the question,  '~at sort of 
Europe?"  - issues of economic  and monetary policy,  of industrial 
policy,  of social policy,  of external relations  - we  could find 
sufficient common  ground to reach concrete and practical 
conclusions  in every sphere.  imd  often ,,1e  shall  find  that these 
conclusions  are significantly different from  those of the Left, 
-v:rhich  are reached by  a  different route,  starting from  a  diffc:.rent 
place,  and aiming at a  different destination. 
* 
But what is to be  done? .  ' 
" 
)' 
. At the leV'el of the·  Community  as  a  whole,  we  are only now 
·.  );,~lJegtr.tni:i:la :~o·~  :beyond  that•early·.s~age of development at which· 
:''ci!h~;:~t·K··~stion at ·issue· was not what ·~ort of Europe we  should 
build, but whether the Community  should exist at all.  Even  in the 
·Europe of the Six- and certainly in the Europe of  ~he Eight-and-a-
Half  ~ the essential divisions  on European  questions  have been more 
along the lines of nationality than along the lines of party 
politics or social philosophy.  And  although the British referendum 
has  now  consolidated ·the Community  of the Nine it is still the case 
that what differentiates  the various political forces  at work  in 
the Community.is not so much  the classical divisions between the 
parties as  each one-'s  different conception of the national interest 
of the country to which it belongs. 
We  now  need to move  beyond these peculiarly national 
, concerns ,,'and  to think of what contribution the parties of the 
Centre-RJght could make  together to the formulation of Community 
1 \  ~  __ saYi:/ilg · thiJ;  1  1  h  h  1 d  b  i  po icy.\  In. I  am  certain y  not suggest ng tat we  s  ou  eg n 
by seeking to draw up  an agreed blue-print of the future structure 
of the Community  and  the way  we  will build it.  Men  never quarrel 
so furiously as  about words. 
I  -
It i~.when they find that after all 
they are the same'sort-6f1people, with the same sort of faith facing 
.the same  sort o1 situation that they best agree. 
So  as  I  see it we  should concentrate on broadening and 
deepening the areas where we  agree on specific issues  and  on  the 
solution of practical problems.  That way  vJe  shall progressively 
find ourselves moving  towards  common  views  on  a  wide  range of 
questions  affecting the Community. 
Let me  give you  an instance of the way  in which our 
philosophy can be applied to the policy of the Community. 
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., Harmonisation i.s  a  process which can bring great benefits to 
consumers  and·to:the economicorganisation of the Community  as 
a  whole.  But it can also bring vri.th it a  quite unnecessary  degree 
of standardisation,  and unacceptable interference by the  Community 
in areas where  traditional and regional differences  should be 
allowed to flourish. 
So  a  balance 1nust  be  found which combines  the greatest 
P'ssible advantage in respect of consumer choice and  economic 
logic with the least disadvantage in respect of standardisation 
and centralised regulation.  I  believe that in the concept of 
'optional' harmonisation which has  now  largely replaced the 
earlier  !mphasis  on a  universal  regu~ation we  have  found  the 
I  . 
right\balance which can have  the support-of all the  elements  of 
the Centre-Right. 
The  'optional'  approach enables  you  to produce whatever is 
required for  consurrq,tion  on the home  market while the  obstacles  to 
international  trade inside the  Community  in the item in question 
are removed  so long as  certain common  standards are met.  In other 
words,  it means  stopping governments  from stopping people getting 
what  they have  a  right to have.  It does  not mean narrowing 
consumer choice - it means  enlarging it. 
. .  . 
\I offer this  as--just  an- e::-:emple  o(  where 
t  • •  • 
________  ground.  It 
we  can  find  common  I 
also illustrates  a  '1.-Jider  point  - that  as  the  Community  acqJires 
greater 
·4responsibilities and powers  the  scope  for influencing its policies 
vJill increase and '\'.;re  \-Jill  all find that it is  less  and  less 
satisfactory to approach its problems  on  a  purely national basis. 
The  sb~ff of party politics will be more  and more  in evidence at 
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the Euxopean level,  and we  will find ourselves  able increasingly 
. to identify common  interests to reinforce our alignment  and  give 
it the kind of depth which philosophy alone cannot supply. 
Above all we  of the Centre-Right will find our cohesion 
and capacity for common  action tested by the strength of the rival 
political forces  which are also contending for  influence in Europe. 
The  government of the  Community  is not and will not be conducted 
by the alternating of the various political groups  in and  out of 
office.  But since all parties are represented in the  Com~nity's 
institutions  - whether directly through  the European Parliament 
or indirectly through the governments  of the Member  States  - each 
is compelled to assume its share of practical responsibility for 
t:he  conduct of a  permanent working coalition.  This will call 
for give and  take between all the parties of the  Centre-Right 
and  the other democratic political forces  in the  Community.  And 
if we  are to put a  Centre-Right spin on  the European ball  1;ve  shall 
have  to work hard at it, and "tvork  at it in close harmony 1vith all 
the European parties of the Centre-Right. 
*  * 
* 
And  this will require  a  large measure  of give  and  take  on 
the part of a.ll of us  1-vho  share the same  broad political beliefs. 
No  single element in our alignment of the Centre-Right can aspire 
to a  preponderent influence)  and  the policies Hhich result from 
our common  ~ction will necessarily be  a  genuine synthesis. 
/Nevertheless ) 
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Nevertheless because of the historical distinctiveness  of 
c;,.:::>th~,·eh~racter  :"and  traditions of th.e British Conservative Party, 
·all of this ~ill require of; us  in Britain an exceptional effort 
of reflection and adjustment - an effort which is bound  to be  as 
difficult as it is worthwhile.  In the elaboration of new  policies 
there will be things  that will go  against the grain.  Most 
difficult of all, we  will have to accept a  psychological  change 
nffecting our vision of ourselves  and of the world which presses 
in upon us. 
We  shall have to take on board the  implicatio~s of the 
fact that it is no longer realistic to think of European policy 
. 
as  essentially a  part of external policy - as  a  special kind of·. 
foreign relations.  We  rmist  learn to think of the Community  more 
as  an extension of home  affairs.  We  shall have  to understand that 
what is at stake in Europe is the formation of an increasingly 
integrated and homogeneous  society whose character we  ought to 
be seeking to mould because it will increasingly in the future 
shape our  own  charact~r and the way  of life of generations  to 
·come.  And  we  shall have  to  take to heart the fact that if our 
cherished tradition of British Conservatism is to make  the 
contribution that it should to the future politics of Europe,  it 
will only be by way  of its participation in an effective Centre-
Right  ali~ment which  joins it with the traditions of other 
parties and other nations. 
/Europe •  A 
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Europe•  in short, will not be Britain writ large.  And 
,neitherwill a  European alignment of the  part~es of the Centre-
-'-Right be a  European-sized replica of the British Conservative 
Party.  But just as  the presence of Britain in the  Community 
contributes an essential and indispensable element to the making 
of Europe,  so the presence of the  Conservative Party in such an 
alignment will give a  special weight and character to the political 
·life of the  Continent to which we  belong.  "The  Conservative Party", 
said Disraeli,  "is a  national party or it is nothing".  A hundred 
years later,  I  believe his celebrated sentence should be  given an 
added dimension:  the Conservative Party of today and  torr.orrow  is 
a  European party or it is nothing. 